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“Everyone knew that Grace loved cats and kittens. 
The only present she wanted was a real kitten. 
She was hoping that somebody would give her a pet kitten. 
She had presents of all different shapes and sizes. 

What do you think she got for her presents?”

•   Locate contractions:  I'll  what's  it's

•   Discuss punctuation for direct speech and questions.

•   Study compound words:  birthday  bedroom  inside

•   Locate suffixes  –   and  –   in text.ing ed

•  Focus on use of adjectives to enhance text.

•   Expand vocabulary with rhymes, suffixes, etc (back cover).

•  Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities.

•   Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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       Grace  wanted a pet  kitten  for  her
  .birthday present

              She was hoping and hoping to get  
    .a real kitten
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"   ,  ,"    .Happy birthday Grace said Grandpa
              He gave her a square present with

.green  paper
"           ?"   .Can you guess what it is he asked
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             Grace opened the present and it was
        .a picture of three kittens

" ,  ,"    .Thanks Grandpa said Grace
"       .  I love these kittens

            ."I'll put the picture in my bedroom



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You’ve Just Finished your Free Sample 
 

Enjoyed the preview? 
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